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Transformations connecting the Schwarzschild and Tolman coordinate systems in the case of a dust
like sphere with uniform volume density are considered. The Schwarzschild metric within matter is 
found for this case. The singularities of the coordinate transformations are discussed. 

IN the general theory of relativity, two exact solutions 
for spherically symmetric gravitational fields are 
known: 1) the Schwarzschild solution [1' 23 for an exter
nal observer which describes the field in the empty 
space around the material body, and 2) the Tolman 
solution [ 1' 23 for a comoving observer, which moves to
gether with the grain-like matter (p = 0). 

This leads naturally to the question of the connection 
between these solutions. In the present paper we find a 
coordinate transformation which connects both solutions 
in the case of a sphere with uniform volume density and 
zero pressure (part of the Friedmann world), and we 
also continue the Schwarzschild metric into the material 
body for this case. The analogous problem for the 
Kruskal metric has been considered by Murai. [ 33 

1. The generalized Schwarzschild interval, in which 
g0a = 0 by definition, and in which the radius is defined 
such that the circumference of a circle is equal to 21Tr, 
is equal to[ll 

ds• = ev(l, r)c2dt•- e"<t, rldil- ilda, da = d82 + sin• 8dql2 , (1) 

we transform this into the Tolman interval[ 1 • 23 

ds2 = c2d1:2 - e*· RJdlP- il(R, 1:)da, 

where in the parametrized form[ 13 

1)/2 

(2) 

'1 i 1 :Jt 
r= Rsin2 7 ,c't = 1jl(R)S(fJ), S(fJ)= J sin2 6d6=.r-('1--sin'l))- 4 .. 

- ~) In the case of an anti-collapse which goes over into 
a collapse the parameter T/ varies within the limits 
0 ::s T/ ::s 21T. The Tolman coordinate system was defined 
such that T = 0 and r = R for T/ = 1T (the moment of 
largest expansion). For a sphere with constant volume 
density, the function IJI{R) has the form[ 43 

{ 2RoiRo/r8 , 'IJl'(R)=O, R~Ro, (4a) 
'lj)(R)= 2R1R/r8 , 1j•'(R)=3/z'ljl/R, R;;,.Ro, (4b) 

where R0 is the maximal radius of the sphere in the 
accompanying coordinate system at T = O, and rg 
= 2kMc - 2 is the gravitational radius of the mass M. 
The derivative IJI'(R) has a cut at the boundary of mat
ter. The ew component of the metric tensor in the Tol
man interval (2) is equal to 

( 4R•)-'( '1 '1 "'' )2 4R2 e"'= 1-- sin•--2RSctg-- , 0<1-~~~1. (5) 
1j;2 2 2 ¢ ljl2 

In (5), S cot ( TJ/2) < 0, and eW > 0 everywhere. 
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Let us express the interval (2) in terms of the vari
ables R and T/ : 

ds2 = [ '1Jl'2S2 - ( 1- ~: r (sin2-~-2RSctg ~ ~rJ dR2 

fJ 1j;2 TJ 
+ 1J;'¢Ssin2 2 dRdTJ +~;sin42dTJ~- r•da. (6) 

We note that (6) contains two terms which are discon
tinuous at the boundary of matter. The presence of cuts 
in the metric of the type (6) has been pointed out by 
Khrapko. [53 It can be verified by direct calculation that 
the cuts in the metric (6) do not lead to the appearance 
of o like singularities in the curvature tensor Riklm· 

In the Schwarzschild interval (1) we also go over to 
the variables R and T/: 

r = R sin2 ~, .t = t(R, TJ), dt = tRdR + t'ld'IJ, 

ds• = ( e•c•tR•- e~ sin4 ~) dR2 + 2 ( e•c•tRt'l- e~R sin3 ~cos ~) dR dfJ 

(7) 

Equating the coefficients in (6) and (7), we obtain three 
equations for the unknown functions rR, tTl, e;\, e 11 of 
the arguments R and T/: 

For the right-hand sides of the equations (8) we have 
the identity (Sa) x (Be) = (8b)2 • An analogous equation 
must also hold for the left-hand sides. After some al
gebraic transformations we obtain from this equation 
a simple expression for ;\.: 

4RZ ! 1- r8/r, R-;;:. R0, 

e-A=f-1j)2 sin2 (TJ/2) = 

1 ~ _Wrg R R 
-=-=~::-:--;:::-:--' ~ o. 
Ro3 sin2 (TJ/2) 

2. Outside matter, one must of course obtain the 
Schwarzschild solution in empty space. Let us show 

(9) 
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this. Dividing (Sa) by (Sb) and using (4b), we find 

_ 3S[(R/r8)sin2(TJ/2)-1]+sin'(TJ/2)cos(TJ/2) _ QR (10) 
tR- tn- --tn, 

R [(R/rg) -1] sin"(TJ/2) Q,.. 

where we have introduced the notation 

_ R/r8 [ 38 sin'(TJ/2)cos(l]/2) J 
QR- c(R/r8 - 1)''• · + (R/r8 )sin2(1']/2)- 1 ' 

(R2/r8 ) sin"(TJ/2) (R/r8 - 1) ''' 
Q" = c [(R/r8)sin2(TJ/2) -1] · 

(11) 

It can be shown that the equations (11) are consistent 
and determine the function Q(R, 71 ): 

Rz ( R )'" r sin4 ~ 
Q = 2 ·cr8 78 - 1 (R/r8 )sin2 ~- 1 d~. 

n/2 

(12) 

We find from (10) that t = t(Q) [t(Q) is an arbitrary 
function]. However, we see by a comparison with the 
corresponding expression of [ 41 , where the motion of 
the boundary of matter (R = R0) was considered, that 
t = Q. Taking this into account, we find, for example 
from (8c), that ell = e-"- = 1- rg/r for R =:: R 0, i.e., 
we obtain the Schwarzschild metric. 

The formula (12) for t has a singularity: the zero 
of the denominator of the integrand for r = R sin2 (TJ/2) 
= r ~· It is not possible to discard the section 
R sm2 ( 71 /2) < rg, for, as was first shown by Novikov 
and Ozernoi [ 61 and then by Khrapko, [ 71 the boundary of 
matter is observable from outside during the expan
sion. However, one can continue t analytically into the 
region r < rg. To this end the singularity in the inte
gral (12) is moved away from the contour of integration 
into the t plane. The necessity of bypassing the singu
larity has been shown earlier. [a:~ With this analytic 
continuation in empty space, t is real for r > rg, and 
has a constant imaginary part ± i1rr g /c for r < r g • 
Here dt is always real outside of matter. 

3. Let us now find the metric inside matter (R < R0). 

In this section we set l/! 2 = 4R~ /rg, l/J' = 0, in accord
ance with (2) and (4a). Using (9), we obtain from (8c) 

'ljlsin3 (TJ/2) (1-4H'/'Ijl2)''• 
ct = e-•12, 

" 2(sin2(1']/2)-4fl2/1Jl")'" 
(13) 

Analogously, we find from (8b) that 

ctR= 2Rsin2(1']/2~1']/2) •e-•tJ ( ) 
(1-4R2/Ijl2)'1•(sin2 (TJ/2)-4R2/'Ijl2)'" · 14 

Equations (13) and (14) contain the two unknown func
tions t(R, 71) and v(R, 71 ). In order to eliminate the 
function t we use the relation 

atR at" 82t 
a.;;-=TR=aRa'~' 

(15) 

from which we obtain an equation of first order in the 
partial derivatives of the function v : 

'I lj12 -4R' 3(1-4R2/¢'} 
-vnctg--+ 'VR=--:-':---,---~.:.,---

2 4R sin2(TJ/2)- 4R'/'Ijlz 

2 
----.(16) 
sin2 (TJ/2) 

The solution of (16) is constructed from the system 
of characteristics, the equations for which are 

d1] 1] 
2 ds = ctg 2 , 

dR '1'2 -4W 
a-;=--m-

(17) 

(18) 

1 dv 

2 ds 

3 ( 1- 4R2f'i' 2) 2 
sin2 (TJ/2}- 4R2/'1'2 - sin2 (l]/Z)-' 

(19) 

where s is a parameter defining a point on the charac
teristic. We note that (13) and (14) imply that dt/ds = 0. 
At the boundary of the sphere the solution of (16) is 
known: it is the Schwarzschild solution for which 

e•<0l = 1 - !.!.__ = 1 - __ r_g - . 
ro Ro sin2 ( T]o/2) 

(20) 

The point H0 , T/o is the initial point of the characteris
tic (s = 0): 

R=R(s), TJ=TJ(s), v=v(s), 

R0 =R(O), l]o=TJ(O), vo=v(O). {21) 
The equations of the characteristics are 

1J T]o 1-aoR2/Ro2 r8 
XCOSz=COs 2 , e4'=X4 ="' f-ao , ao=R-;;' x(Ro) = 1. 

(22) 

The solution of {16) with the boundary condition (20) has 
the form 

e•=(1-fl0 -x2 cos2 (1']/2)) 2 x2 sin'(TJ/2) . (23 ) 
(sin2 (TJ/2)- flo) ( 1 - x2 cos2 (TJ/2)) 3 

Expressions (9) and (23) determine the Schwarzschild 
metric inside matter in parametric form. Using (23), 
we obtain from (13) and (14) 

ctn == 2xEin(TJ/2) (1-cos2~~.:_ ("¢'-' 4Ro')'", 
1 flo- x2 cos2 (TJ/2) 

ctR = 
2Rcos(TJ/2) (1- x2 cos2 (TJ/2) )'1• ( 24) 

x'(i-- flo- cos2 (TJ/2)x2) (t~J2 - 4Ro2)'h 

From (24) we find for t inside matter 
______ arccos(xcos(n/2» Eio' ~ d~ 

ct=2"¢l"1-a0 ~ • • (25) 
n/2 sm2 ~-flo 

This result can also be obtained directly from (12) for 
R = R0, since t inside matter is constant along a char
acteristic. 

A few r, t coordinate lines are shown in an R, 1J di
agram for the case rg = 0.5 RO' The boundary of matter 
in this figure is given by the line E' E. The coordinate 
t is real in the region bounded by the curves ABC and 
A'B'C'. The lines AB and A'B' correspond to singu
larities of the type 1- a 0 - x2 cos2 ( 7J/2) = 0 in (25), 
which must be bypassed in a similar fashion as in (12); 
then t acquires a constant imaginary part ±i7Trg/c in 
the regions ABCGED and A'B'C'G'E'D'. We note that 
there are regions inside matter from which the charac
teristics cannot reach the surface. These are the re-
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gions FDE and F'D'E' in the figure. The equations 
for the lines DE and D'E' are x2 cos2 ( TJ/2) = 1. It is 
easily seen from (2 5) that t is complex in these re
gions, where now the real part of t is constant, and the 
modulus is equal to 

:rt Ro --
jRetj =~-l'1-a.o(1+2ao). 

2 ra.o c 

We also note that regardless of the complex value 
of t, all observable quantities during the expansion are 
real, as can be seen with the help of the method devel
oped by Khrapko.[ 7 l 
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